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Bringing Reading to Life
The New York Times bestseller A Long Walk to Water begins as two stories, told in
alternating sections, about two eleven-year-olds in Sudan, a girl in 2008 and a boy
in 1985. The girl, Nya, is fetching water from a pond that is two hours’ walk from
her home: she makes two trips to the pond every day. The boy, Salva, becomes
one of the "lost boys" of Sudan, refugees who cover the African continent on foot
as they search for their families and for a safe place to stay. Enduring every
hardship from loneliness to attack by armed rebels to contact with killer lions and
crocodiles, Salva is a survivor, and his story goes on to intersect with Nya’s in an
astonishing and moving way.

There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Trout!
Twelve-year-old Kevin Kim helps Chu-mong, a legendary king of ancient Korea,
return to his own time.

Chengli and the Silk Road Caravan
At once funny and informative, Yaks Yak presents animals acting out the verbs
made from their names. Illustrations rich in comic details show hogs hogging, slugs
slugging, and other spirited creatures demonstrating homographs, words with
different meanings that are spelled and pronounced the same. A chart listing the
words, their meanings, and their history is included. Ideal for sharing, this book
offers a sprightly and fanciful introduction to a fun form of wordplay.

Counting on Grace
During the Chinese Cultural Revolution, two boys are sent to the country for
reeducation, where their lives take an unexpected turn when they meet the
beautiful daughter of a local tailor and stumble upon a forbidden stash of Western
literature.
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Aleutian Sparrow
Explorers Who Made It Or Died Trying
In this haunting, lyrical novel told from three perspectives, Sarel has just witnessed
the violent murder of her parents. But she is not completely alone on the droughtridden land. Nandi is the leader of a pack of dogs who looks out for her pups and
for skinny Sarel-girl. Nandi knows they are all in trouble, and she knows, too, that a
boy is coming—an escaped prisoner with the water song inside him. A hard-hitting
but ultimately hopeful survival story.

Seesaw Girl
Julia Song and her friend Patrick would love to win a blue ribbon, maybe even two,
at the state fair. They’ve always done projects together, and they work well as a
team. This time, though, they’re having trouble coming up with just the right
project. Then Julia’s mother offers a suggestion: They can raise silkworms, as she
did when she was a girl in Korea. Patrick thinks it’s a great idea. Of course there
are obstacles—for example, where will they get mulberry leaves, the only thing
silkworms eat?—but nothing they can’t handle. Julia isn’t so sure. The club where
kids do their projects is all about traditional American stuff, and raising silkworms
just doesn’t fit in. Moreover, the author, Ms. Park, seems determined to make
Julia’s life as complicated as possible, no matter how hard Julia tries to talk her out
of it. In this contemporary novel, Linda Sue Park delivers a funny, lively story that
illuminates both the process of writing a novel and the meaning of growing up
American.

Year of Impossible Goodbyes
In the 2010 article ?Building a Better Teacher??the article that ?launched? Teach
Like a Champion, journalist Elizabeth Green compared two schools of thought?one
that teaching skills were the most important driver of classroom learning, the other
that content knowledge was the true driver. Some readers saw a conflict between
these two perspectives. The authors of Reading Reconsidered have always thought
that the answer was more complex: that technique was irreplaceable and helped
teachers maximize the application of their subject knowledge but there was also
no substitute for content knowledge. Moreover, they believed, there were in fact
techniques specific to each of the content areas that drive results and could be
delineated and learned like the general techniques in Teach Like a Champion.
Reading Reconsidered is the authors' first effort to take on the challenge of
defining subject specific methods. It is an anxious time for many teachers but also
a time of great opportunity. This book will provide a road map from confusion to
success. CONTENTS. Chapter 1: Reading the Data Chapter 2: Choosing What to
Read Chapter 3: Close Reading Chapter 4: Making Non-Fiction Stick Chapter 5: The
Epic Importance of Word Study and Vocabulary Chapter 6: Reading More; Reading
Better Chapter 7: Interactive Reading Chapter 8: Writing for Reading Chapter 9:
Intellectual Autonomy
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Anthem
A young Korean girl survives the oppressive Japanese and Russian occupation of
North Korea during the 1940s, to later escape to freedom in South Korea.

Parched
A heartwarming tale of courage, resilience and hope from master storyteller and
winner of the prestigious Newbery Medal, Linda Sue Park. When her name was
Keoko, Japan owned Korea, and Japanese soldiers ordered people around, telling
them what they could do or say, even what sort of flowers they could grow. When
her name was Keoko, World War II came to Korea, and her friends and relatives
had to work and fight for Japan. When her name was Keoko, she never forgot her
name was actually Kim Sun-hee. And no matter what she was called, she was
Korean. Not Japanese. Inspired by true-life events, this amazing story reveals what
happens when your culture, country and identity are threatened.

Pardonable Lies
Every day, companies struggle to scale critical applications. As traffic volume and
data demands increase, these applications become more complicated and brittle,
exposing risks and compromising availability. This practical guide shows IT,
devops, and system reliability managers how to prevent an application from
becoming slow, inconsistent, or downright unavailable as it grows. Scaling isn’t just
about handling more users; it’s also about managing risk and ensuring availability.
Author Lee Atchison provides basic techniques for building applications that can
handle huge quantities of traffic, data, and demand without affecting the quality
your customers expect. In five parts, this book explores: Availability: learn
techniques for building highly available applications, and for tracking and
improving availability going forward Risk management: identify, mitigate, and
manage risks in your application, test your recovery/disaster plans, and build out
systems that contain fewer risks Services and microservices: understand the value
of services for building complicated applications that need to operate at higher
scale Scaling applications: assign services to specific teams, label the criticalness
of each service, and devise failure scenarios and recovery plans Cloud services:
understand the structure of cloud-based services, resource allocation, and service
distribution

Bee-Bim Bop!
In June 1942, seven months after attacking Pearl Harbor, the Japanese navy
invaded Alaska's Aleutian Islands. For nine thousand years the Aleut people had
lived and thrived on these treeless, windswept lands. Within days of the first
attack, the entire native population living west of Unimak Island was gathered up
and evacuated to relocation centers in the dense forests of Alaska's Southeast.
With resilience, compassion, and humor, the Aleuts responded to the sorrows of
upheaval and dislocation. This is the story of Vera, a young Aleut caught up in the
turmoil of war. It chronicles her struggles to survive and to keep community and
heritage intact despite harsh conditions in an alien environment.
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When My Name Was Keoko
An astounding tale of courage, belonging and endurance from a renowned
storyteller. Tree-ear has a dream. He has watched the master potter Min take a
lump of clay and shape it into a thing of beauty. For Tree-ear the transformation is
a miracle. Someday he wants to perform such a miracle himself. But you cannot
just walk up to a master potter and ask him to teach you his craft, especially not if
you're an orphan like Tree-ear. First Tree-ear must prove he is worthy of Min's time
and teachings. So he asks the honourable master if he can work for him, without
pay, for the privilege of being near such talent. Tree-ear has taken his first step
toward his dream. If Tree-ear takes it one hill, one valley, one day at a time, just
maybe, he'll be able to make his dream come true. 'Readers will not soon forget
these characters or their sacrifices.' Publishers Weekly Contains Linda Sue Park's
2002 Newbery Award acceptance speech.

Yaks Yak
1910. Pownal, Vermont. At 12, Grace and her best friend Arthur must leave school
and go to work as a “doffers” on their mothers’ looms in the mill. Grace’s mother is
the best worker, fast and powerful, and Grace desperately wants to help her. But
she’s left handed and doffing is a right-handed job. Grace’s every mistake costs
her mother, and the family. She only feels capable on Sundays, when she and
Arthur receive special lessons from their teacher. Together they write a secret
letter to the Child Labor Board about underage children working in Pownal. A few
weeks later a man with a camera shows up. It is the famous reformer Lewis Hine,
undercover, collecting evidence for the Child Labor Board. Grace’s brief
acquaintance with Hine and the photos he takes of her are a gift that changes her
sense of herself, her future, and her family’s future. From the Hardcover edition.

A Guide for Using a Single Shard in the Classroom
Equality 7-2521 finds himself out of step with the collectivist society of the future,
and discovers a means to freedom in Ayn Rand’s fable of the individual in conflict
with society. First published in 1938, Anthem takes place in a dystopian future
world in which humanity is enduring a new dark age, human life is regimented in
every respect and personal identity has been all but snuffed out by a totalitarian
government. The narrator, writing his story in secret, realizes he is a criminal
simply for having thoughts of his own. Exploring the ruins of a previous civilization
he discovers relics, conducts forbidden experiments and learns enough to question
the very structure of his society. Can he share this knowledge with his fellow
citizens? The author strips the relationship of humanity to civilization down to its
bare essence in this modern parable that starkly illuminates the challenge an
oppressive government presents to individuality. With an eye-catching new cover,
and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Anthem is both modern and
readable.

From Adam to Us
Provides teaching and learning strategies that help students in grades 3-6 to read.
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A Single Shard
In this picture book companion to the bestseller A Long Walk to Water, a young
South Sudanese girl goes on a journey that requires determination, persistence,
and compassion. Young Nya takes little sister Akeer along on the two-hour walk to
fetch water for the family. But Akeer becomes too ill to walk, and Nya faces the
impossible: her sister and the full water vessel together are too heavy to carry. As
she struggles, she discovers that if she manages to take one step, then another,
she can reach home and Mama’s care. Bold, impressionistic paintings by Caldecott
and Coretta Scott King Honor winner Brian Pinkney evoke the dry, barren
landscape and the tenderness between the two sisters. An afterword discusses the
process of providing clean water in South Sudan to reduce waterborne illness.

Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress
A joyful celebration of self-awareness and acceptance known and loved by millions
of children around the world, now with art remastered by the illustrator. In this
classic children’s book by celebrated author-illustrator team Don and Audrey
Wood, a young boy describes himself as "loud as a lion," "quiet as a clam," "tough
as a rhino," and "gentle as a lamb." Readers will delight in the variety of animal
expressions as they discover many different emotions, and learn to accept that all
feelings are valid.

The Kite Fighters
A Literature Kit for A Single Shard by Linda Sue Park
A final quest and an ultimate betrayal. Deep in the mountains of Romania stands a
fortress, and deep within that fortress lies a chamber. In that chamber, ruling the
dead for over two thousand years, lives one Shataiki bat straight from the bowels
of the Black Forest. He seeks the final Books of History with which he will destroy
the world. But there are four who stand in the way. The chosen are trapped in a
new world of high technology and weapons of mass destruction. In the midst of
chaos, they must find the last book before the Dark One can in this epic battle that
crosses worlds, tests allegiances, and plays for keeps.

The Accent Diet
In Dakota Territory in the 1880s, half-Chinese Hanna and her white father face
racism and resistance to change as they try to make a home for themselves.
Includes author's note.

Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze
The Classics

Mieko and the Fifth Treasure
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When the bomb was dropped on Nagasaki, Mieko's nearby village was turned into
ruins, and her hand was badly injured. Mieko loves to do calligraphy more than
anything, but now she can barely hold a paintbrush. And she feels as if she has lost
something that she can't paint without-the legendary fifth treasure, beauty in the
heart. Then she is sent to live with her grandparents and must go to a new school.
But Mieko is brave and eventually learns that time and patience can help with
many things, and may even help her find the fifth treasure.

Project Mulberry
A wonderful paperback picture book about the joys of family and food, from
Newbery Award winning author Linda Sue Park. Bee-bim bop ("mix-mix rice") is a
traditional Korean dish. In bouncy rhyming text, a hungry child tells of helping her
mother make bee-bim bop: shopping, preparing ingredients, setting the table, and
sitting down to enjoy a favorite meal. The enthusiasm of the narrartor is conveyed
in the whimsical illustrations, which bring details from the artist’s childhood in
Korea to his depiction of a modern Korean-American family. The book includes
Linda Sue’s own bee-bim bop recipe!

MongoDB: The Definitive Guide
Ten short stories in which the lives of young people in different circumstances are
changed by their encounters with books.

A Single Shard [by] Linda Sue Park
Brilliant paintings capture the scenery and wildlife of the Pacific Northwest in a
crazy recasting of a favorite children's rhyme, as an old lady swallows a salmon, a
seal, and a walrus until she finally swallows the entire sea and the trout swims
free! Reprint. 15,000 first printing.

Architecting for Scale
Gathering Blue
In the third novel of this bestselling series from, London investigator Maisie Dobbs
faces grave danger as she returns to the site of her most painful WWI memories to
resolve the mystery of a pilot's death. A deathbed plea from his wife leads Sir Cecil
Lawton to seek the aid of Maisie Dobbs, psychologist and investigator. As Maisie
soon learns, Agnes Lawton never accepted that her aviator son was killed in the
Great War, a torment that led her not only to the edge of madness but to the doors
of those who practice the dark arts and commune with the spirit world. In
accepting the assignment, Maisie finds her spiritual strength tested, as well as her
regard for her mentor, Maurice Blanche. The mission also brings her together once
again with her college friend Priscilla Evernden, who served in France and who lost
three brothers to the war—one of whom, it turns out, had an intriguing connection
to the missing Ralph Lawton. Following on the heels of Jacqueline Winspear's
triumphant Birds of a Feather, PARDONABLE LIES is the most compelling
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installment yet in the chronicles of Maisie Dobbs, "a heroine to cherish" (Marilyn
Stasio, The New York Times Book Review).

Commander Toad and the Big Black Hole
Manage the huMONGOus amount of data collected through your web application
with MongoDB. This authoritative introduction—written by a core contributor to the
project—shows you the many advantages of using document-oriented databases,
and demonstrates how this reliable, high-performance system allows for almost
infinite horizontal scalability. This updated second edition provides guidance for
database developers, advanced configuration for system administrators, and an
overview of the concepts and use cases for other people on your project. Ideal for
NoSQL newcomers and experienced MongoDB users alike, this guide provides
numerous real-world schema design examples. Get started with MongoDB core
concepts and vocabulary Perform basic write operations at different levels of
safety and speed Create complex queries, with options for limiting, skipping, and
sorting results Design an application that works well with MongoDB Aggregate
data, including counting, finding distinct values, grouping documents, and using
MapReduce Gather and interpret statistics about your collections and databases
Set up replica sets and automatic failover in MongoDB Use sharding to scale
horizontally, and learn how it impacts applications Delve into monitoring, security
and authentication, backup/restore, and other administrative tasks

The Way of Kings
"This reproducible study guide to use in conjunction with the novel Kira-Kira
consists of lessons for guided reading. Written in chapter-by-chapter format, the
guide contains a synopsis, pre-reading activities, vocabulary and comprehension
exercises, as wel as extension activities to be used as follow-up to the novel."--For
the Teacher

A Long Walk to Water
Jade never ventures beyond the walls of her family's Inner Court; in seventeenthcentury Korea, a girl of good family does not leave home until she marries. She is
enthralled by her older brother's stories about trips to the market and to the
ancestral grave sites in the mountains, about reading and painting, about his
conversations with their father about business and politics and adventures only
boys can have. Jade accepts her destiny, and yet she is endlessly curious about
what lies beyond the walls. A lively story with a vividly realized historical setting,
"Seesaw Girl" recounts Jade Blossom's daring attempts to enlarge her world.

Shelf Life
In a riveting narrative set in fifteenth-century Korea, two brothers discover a
shared passion for kites. Kee-sup can craft a kite unequaled in strength and
beauty, but his younger brother, Young-sup, can fly a kite as if he controlled the
wind itself. Their combined skills attract the notice of Korea's young king, who
chooses Young-sup to fly the royal kite in the New Year kite-flying competition--an
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honor that is also an awesome responsibility. Although tradition decrees, and the
boys' father insists, that the older brother represent the family, both brothers know
that this time the family's honor is best left in Young-sup's hands. This touching
and suspenseful story, filled with the authentic detail and flavor of traditional
Korean kite fighting, brings a remarkable setting vividly to life. AUTHOR'S NOTE.

The Old Man and The Sea
The space ship Star Warts, commanded by Commander Toad, encounters a black
hole which threatens the vehicle with doom.

Chaos
Introduces the world of Roshar through the experiences of a war-weary royal
compelled by visions, a highborn youth condemned to military slavery, and a
woman who is desperate to save her impoverished house.

Quick as a Cricket
Discover why each of these 12 intrepid explorers risked everything to conquer the
great unknown. Explorers have transformed the world with their curiosity. But with
great knowledge comes great responsibility, and thriving on adventure has often
lead to great danger. The explorers profiled here will give younger readers a
fascinating survey of the history of this most dramatic of pastimes. The themes
that are explored are: what motivated these explorers? What were they looking
for, and what did they actually find? How did their journeys change their lives and
the lives of the people they met? The explorers included are: Samuel de Champlain
Marco Polo Henry Hudson Christopher Columbus James Cook Hernán Cortés Lewis
and Clark John Franklin Erik the Red and Leif Eriksson Roald Amundsen

Archer's Quest
When Young Fu arrives with his mother in bustling 1920s Chungking, all he has
seen of the world is the rural farming village where he has grown up. He knows
nothing of city life. But the city, with its wonders and dangers, fascinates the
13-year-old boy, and he sets out to make the best of what it has to offer him. First
published in 1932, Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze was one of the earliest Newbery
Medal winners. Although China has changed since that time, Young Fu's
experiences are universal: making friends, making mistakes, and making one's
way in the world.

City of Orphans
Lois Lowry once again creates a mysterious but plausible future world. It is a
society ruled by savagery and deceit that shuns and discards the weak. Left
orphaned and physically flawed, young Kira faces a frightening, uncertain future.
Blessed with an almost magical talent that keeps her alive, she struggles with ever
broadening responsibilities in her quest for truth, discovering things that will
change her life forever. As she did in THE GIVER, Lowry challenges readers to
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imagine what our world could become, how people could evolve, and what could
be considered valuable. Every reader will be taken by Kira’s plight and will long
ponder her haunting world and the hope for the future.

Prairie Lotus
"Designed for busy professionals, with online audio"--Cover.

Nya's Long Walk
Chengli is an orphaned errand boy who lives in Chang'an China in 630 A.D. His
mother has died from illness and his father is presumed dead after disappearing
into the desert when Chengli was a baby. Now thirteen, Chengli feels ready for
independence. He is drawn to the desert, beckoned by the howling of strange
winds and the hope of learning something about his father--who he was and how
he died. Chengli joins a caravan to travel down the merchant route known as the
Silk Road, but it is a dangerous life, as his father knew. The desert is harsh, and
there are many bandits--bandits interested in Chengli's caravan because a
princess, her servants, and royal guards are traveling with them. But the desert is
full of amazing places and life-changing experiences, as the feisty princess learns
the meaning of friendship and Chengli learns the heroism of which he is capable.

Reading Reconsidered
In 1893 New York, thirteen-year-old Maks, a newsboy, teams up with Willa, a
homeless girl, to clear his older sister, Emma, from charges that she stole from the
brand new Waldorf Hotel, where she works. Includes historical notes.
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